Auto-Claiming in CUBE

New for 2017, the CUBE system now supports automatic claiming of publications when certain author identifiers are found on publications. While CUBE will continue to use name based searching for publications, we are hopeful that the identifier based automatic claiming will save faculty time in adding publications flowing through automated data sources.

The CUBE system will be harvesting potential identifiers from publications returned via name based searching. CUBE can now automatically claim publications based on the following identifiers:

- ORCID iDs
- ResearcherID
- Email addresses

Include identifiers such as ORCID iDs on your manuscript submissions to allow Automatic Claiming to work best.

Setting up Automatic Claiming

To begin, click on Menu then Automatic Claiming

You may also see the option to add an identifier on the My Scholarly and Creative Works page: See the instructions on the next page for how to enable Automatic Searching or click on “Manage all identities” to navigate to the Automatic Publication Claiming page.

Does this ORCID identify you?

We’d like to use this ORCID to help clear your pending publication list, and possibly find more of your publications online.

Manage all identities
On the “Automatic Claiming” page you may see a list of data sources under the “Does this identify you?” section.

CUBE has harvested the identifiers from publications that have flowed in through the automated data sources. Click the Yes, No, or Ignore buttons beside each identifier to tell CUBE what to do if it finds this identifier in a publication. If you are not sure about the identifier, click the link to be taken to the identifier in question.

If you select Yes a menu will pop up with two options:

- Auto claim publications – Select this option if this identifier always identifies you, and you want CUBE to claim all publications that contain it.
- Auto suggest publications – Select this option if the identifier sometimes identifies you, or when you still want to manually claim or reject publications.
If you select No or ignore a menu will pop up with two options:

- **Auto reject publications** – Select this option if the identifier never belongs to you; this option is useful if you are erroneously offered IDs belonging to other people with similar names, or IDs belonging to frequent collaborators.
- **Ignore this ID** – Select this option if you want CUBE to take no action when it finds this identifier in a publication. You may still be offered publications containing this identifier through the name based searching.

**Automatic Claiming via Email**

Email addresses can also be used to auto-claim publications. Click the link and enter any other email addresses you use on publications. CUBE will review the metadata in your other publications and suggest other email addresses. As with publication identifiers you then will have the option to Auto-Claim or Auto-Suggest publications matching the email addresses in CUBE.

**To add more emails**
From the Automatic Publication Claiming page, click on “Add email addresses”

Enter any additional email addresses you wish to use for automatic claiming.

After each email added, use the drop down menu to select:

- Auto claim publications – Select this option if this email address always identifies you, and you want CUBE to claim all publications that contain it.
- Auto suggest publications – Select this option if the email address sometimes identifies you, or when you still want to manually claim or reject publications

Click “ok” to save the email address.

Other Identifiers

Adding other identifiers functions the same as adding an ORCID iD or email address.
ResearcherID is the unique identifier for the Clarivate Web of Science index. If you have a ResearcherID you can add it here and either Auto Claim or Auto Suggest publications coming through from the Web of Science.

ScopusID and SSRN IDs may be added, but will not return any results at this time. The CUBE system in the future may include those data sources, but they are not currently enabled.

For questions or concerns about Automatic Claiming in CUBE please contact Matt Ramey at pubsdata@colorado.edu, or by calling 303-735-7827.

For more assistance, contact Faculty Affairs by emailing pubsdata@colorado.edu, or call Matt Ramey at 303-735-7827.

http://www.colorado.edu/FIS/CUBE